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Modern research focuses on the renewable energy sources such as solar energy. This paper presents the
modeling and performance of a photovoltaic (PV) cell. A simulation code is built using MATLAB. Results show
that the increase of solar radiation and of ideality factor of diode lead to an increase in the output power of PV
module, while the increease of cell temperature and of the dark saturation current lead to a decrease of the power.
Curves of I-V and P -V dependencies are presented for module having 50 branches connected in parallel, with each
branch having 50 cells connected in series. Data for certain Iraqi governorates are taken and applied for proposed
module.
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1. Introduction

Recently, photovoltaic technology is recognized to be
in the forefront of renewable electric power generation,
because it can generate direct current without a heavy
environmental impacts and contamination. The electri-
cal output from a single cell is small, so multiple cells
are connected and encapsulated (usually glass covered)
to form a module (also called a panel). Many researchers
have proposed in the literature several models of a pho-
tovoltaic module. Tsai et al. [1] have proposed a model,
taking sunlight irradiance and cell temperature as input
parameters. Salmi et al. [2] proposed a model of PV cell,
based on the fundamental circuit for a solar PV cell, con-
sidering the effects of physical and environmental param-
eters. Tsai [3] has developed a novel model of PV module
using Matlab/Simulink and verified it experimentally.

This paper focuses on the study of parameters that
affect the PV cells and on how to model and simulate
the cells connection and develop a module which has a
specific number of branches connected in parallel, which
form the whole PV module.

2. PV cell modeling
2.1. PV cell general formulation

The most common mathematical model employed to
define the current-voltage characteristics of a PV cell (di-
rect and reverse) was proposed by Bishop [4]. It is based
on the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1. The analytical
expression for the current in a PV cell, according to the
model is:

I = IPh − I0

[
exp

(
e [V + IRs]
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)
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The shunt resistance is usually much higher than the
load resistance, whereas the series resistance is much
smaller than the load resistance. Thus less power is dis-
sipated within the cell. Therefore these two resistances
can be neglected.

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of PV cell.

In the case of short circuit mode, the voltage will be
equal to zero (V = 0) and the photon current is equal to
short circuit current (IPh = Isc).

I = Isc − I0

[
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eV

NKTc

)
− 1

]
(2)

In case of open circuit, the current will be equal to zero,
and the voltage will be (V = VOC). Therefore, the for-
mula which describes the open circuit voltage is as fol-
lows:

VOC = N
KTc

e
ln

(
ISC
I0

+ 1

)
. (3)

The power output can be expressed as:

P =

[
Isc − I0

[
exp

(
eV

NKTc

)
− 1

]]
V. (4)

According to PV cell characteristics, current will be max-
imum when the cell is short circuited (Isc). In this case
the voltage will be zero (V = 0). The voltage will be
maximum when the cell’s circuit is open (VOC). In this
case the current is zero (I = 0). Between the open and
short circuit the power output is greater than zero.
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2.2. Influence of cell temperature, solar radiation, dark
saturation current and diode ideality factor on PV cell

The variation of cell temperature affects the reverse
saturation current. It increases approximately as the
third power of temperature [5]

I0 = I0 ref

(
Tc

Tref

)3

exp

[
Eg

NVt

(
Tc

Tref
− 1

)]
, (5)

where Eg is the band gap energy of the semiconductor.
The variation of solar radiation intensity also affects

the short circuit current, according to the following
formula [6, 7]:

ISC = [ISC ref +Ki (Tc − Tref)]
G

Gref
. (6)

3. PV cells connection

In practice solar cells can be connected in series or in
parallel. In the case of parallel and series connection the
current can be estimated from the following Equation [8]:

I = npIsc − npI0

[
exp

(
V

NVtns

)
− 1

]
. (7)

4. Photovoltaic panels

Cells are normally grouped into modules as shown
in Fig. 2. PV cell modules consist of NPM parallel
branches and each branch has NSM solar cells connected
in series. The voltage at the module’s terminals is de-
noted by V M, whereas the total generated current is de-
noted by IM [9].

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a PV module consisting
of NPM parallel branches, each with NSM cells in series.

A model of the PV module can be obtained by re-
placing each cell in Fig. 2 with an equivalent diagram
from Fig. 1. The model, developed by Lorenzo [10] has
the advantage that it can be used by applying only stan-
dard manufacturer supplied data for the modules and the
cells. The current from a PV module IM under arbitrary
operation conditions is given by:

IM = IMsc

[
1− exp

(
V M + V M

OC +RM
s IM

NSMV C
t

)]
. (8)

5. Simulation of PV module performance

It is necessary to take into account many parameters
that affect the cell, such as cell temperature, solar radi-
ation, diode ideality factor and dark saturation current.
Simulation of PV module was carried out using a com-
puter program written in Matlab. The flowchart of the
program is shown in Fig. 3. In Iraq, the solar radiation
is available in large enough quantities. This paper con-
siders the solar radiation during one year in certain Iraqi
governorates (Baghdad, Mosul and Basrah), as shown
in Fig. 4

Fig. 3. Simulation flowchart.

Fig. 4. Variation of solar radiation intensity in three
Iraqi governorates, Baghdad, Mosul and Basrah, for one
year period.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The effect of cell temperature on current and voltage is
shown in Fig. 5. The voltage and cell output power tend
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Fig. 5. Effect of PV cell temperature on I-V charac-
teristics.

Fig. 6. I-V curve of PV cell for various solar radiation
intensities.

to decrease at higher temperatures, but there is no no-
ticeable effect on the cell current. Thus, it is important
to keep the cell temperature as low as possible, because
higher temperatures have negative effect on output power
of PV cell. Figure 6 presents the effect of solar radiation
on PV cell, it reveals that higher solar radiation gives
higher current and higher output power. Dark saturation
current has an important influence on PV cell. Figure 7
shows that a higher dark saturation current produces a
higher voltage and cell output power, however the current

Fig. 7. P -V curves for different values of dark satura-
tion current.

Fig. 8. P -V curves for different values of ideality fac-
tor.

Fig. 9. P -V curves for PV cells connected in series.

remains constant, according to Eq. (1). It is clear that
the voltage and cell output power have higher values at a
higher ideality factor, however the current is not affected
by the ideality factor, as shown in Fig. 8. Figures 9
and 10 shows results for 1, 2, 3 and 4 cells, connected
in series and in parallel, respectively. Figure 11 shows
the I-V and P -V characteristics of a PV module con-
structed from 50 branches connected together in parallel,
each branch having 50 cells connected in series. The P -V
curves for the month of December and annual variation
of output power for such PV module, simulated for three

Fig. 10. P -V curves for parallel connection of PV cells.
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Fig. 11. (a) I-V curve, (b) P -V curve of PV module
constructed from 50 branches connected together in par-
allel, each branch having 50 cells connected in series.

Fig. 12. P -V characteristics for one month (Decem-
ber) of the proposed PV module having 50 branches
with 50 cells in each branch.

Iraqi governorates are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, re-
spectively. PV module situated in Basrah will produce
more power than those placed in Baghdad or Mosul.

Fig. 13. Annual variation of output power of PV mod-
ule, for three Iraqi governorates.
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